
German Architects, Planners and Engineers in Modern Thailand by Siegfried Enders:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iiNHpdV7X3c

Italian Architectures in Bangkok in the 19th and 20th centuries by Romeo Carabelli :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WbL-cw8b19o

Past present Future: An insight into the European Presence in Thailand By Peeraya
Boonprasong

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CiSavcSmdzA

For more information click here

WG 2 – Members’ Book

The Book of Members is becoming an indispensable document, not just as a record of our
membership, but also as a source and record of the history of our ISC. We are currently in
the ongoing process of gathering information from our members, about who we are, the
geographies we are associated with and what we have been doing to document, preserve
and interpret share heritage. We are excited to announce that, for the next stage, our
emerging professionals will be launching a new initiative that aims to gather the member’s
opinions on shared built heritage and what it represents for each of us, alongside some
basic personal information. We ask for your contribution to the realisation of this initiative
and to the completion of this book, which is also in itself our testimony.

In the meantime, if you have not yet updated your details, please remember to do so at:
https://jinshuju.net/f/aSbRMo

WG 3 – Shared Built Heritage Thailand Study Trip 2022 –
AGA 2022 (Past)

We would like to thank the various parties that ensure the success of the ISCSBH Thailand
Study Trip 2022. These include, but are not limited to:

● -Dr Hatthaya Siriphatthanakun, ICOMOS Thailand, who arranged for a team of experts
in Ayutthaya, and further collaborated with them throughout the event; organized the

screening of the 70-minutes short film ‘Me and the Magic Door: Discovery of Italian
Architecture in Bangkok’); and made provisions for the distribution of the European
Bangkok Heritage Map at the registration counter at AGA 2022

● -Ambassador of Italy in Bangkok, His Excellency Lorenzo Galanti, who kindly shared
with us the showcased short film.

● ………….

Sharing of EUNIC Heritage Map at the AGA 2022 registration counter

For more information click here

WG 3 – Shared Built Heritage Study Tour – ICOMOS GA 2023 (Upcoming)

The GA2023 (31 August 2023 to 9 September 2023) is offering delegates a number of
Sydney based side events (for more information please refer to
https://icomosga2023.org/side-events-sydney/). In addition, our former Vice President,
Susan Jackson-Stepowski is organizing an additional non-official GA event (seminar,
guided walk and home BBQ dinner) with the tentative program listed below. If you have
any questions and/ or are interested to join this event, kindly refer to the focal point,
Susan Jackson-Stepowski (email: stepowsk@tpg.com.au)

For more information click here

WG 4 – Virtual Tour

We have previously shared 3 VDOs, prepared by the EUPOP Asean (EU Policy and
Outreach Partnership) to provide an introduction on SBH in Thailand. We now share the
4th VDO on ‘Renovated European Architecture’:

WG 7 – ISCSBH AGM - Annual General Meeting

As mentioned in our By-Laws, paragraphs 11.1, 11.2 and 11.3, we held our Annual General
Meeting for the current year of 2022.

The meeting was held in a hybrid format in Bangkok, on November 3rd. The themes
presented followed the agenda below.

After a brief overview of the work done during the year 2022, the GA focused on the topics
planned for the next year 2023, among which stand out the participation of ISCSBH at the
GA 2023, to be held in Sydney, Australia, from August 31st to September 9th, as
announced on the section referring to WG3. This participation is of utmost importance for
us, and we appeal once again to members to read the information made available and to
send us relevant ideas or comments.

WG 8 – Activities and Events

Besides the activities already mentioned in the various working groups and described
here, I would also like to share with you some other occurrences where shared heritage is
the common link and which policies tend to its preservation, both at national and
international level.

In some cases, this sharing extends to an invitation for your participation, and I hope there
will be answers!

For more information click here
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Dear Members of ISCSBH, Colleagues and Friends,

We find ourselves once again in another festive period of the year. While for some, an
opportunity to meet and get closer to everyone; for others, this season continues to be
disrupted by conflicts that mercilessly ravage and displace populations. Let us, therefore,
in a positive spirit, strive to minimize conflicts and create opportunities for peace to find
its way. The task is not easy and requires our commitment.

In our scientific group, we have worked to ensure that the heritage we inherit is a
testimony to a past that was also made up of disruptions, sometimes contested but
currently experienced and lived by all. There is heritage generated in shared situations
that is currently in danger, threatened by the force of new urbanisations and the pressure
of development, without forgetting the destruction intrinsic to conflicts.

In many places, international meetings raise awareness about the current state of affairs,
create the space for analysis to be shared and for solutions to be identified, so that
mistakes can be mitigated and future situations prevented. This was the case with the
AGM 2022, held in Bangkok, Thailand from 25 to 30 October 2022, where some of our
members were present and their report is shared with us in this newsletter.

The international meeting was followed by an ISCSBH Study Tour, coordinated by our
colleague Ai Tee Goh, whom I deeply thank for her commitment. The Study Tour was
accompanied by several webinars, meetings, and thematic visits where Luc Citrinot and
our colleague Peraya Boonprasang revealed the local Thai reality regarding shared
heritage and its preservation, sometimes compromised. In this newsletter, you will find the
Youtube links our colleague Romeo managed to compile on our colleagues’ respective
perspectives.

The reflections and conversations made during the AGM and Study Tour were continued
during our General Assembly, also held in Bangkok on 3 November 2022, in hybrid format.
The summary of our GA is now made available. I would also like to thank our colleagues in
Bangkok for providing the room and technical means for the purpose.

Much has been achieved throughout 2022, and in 2023, we will achieve even more: our
Emerging Professionals are full of ideas and promise to stir the waters. We plan to
continue with the activities developed in the working groups; we count on more members
and the collaboration of all is fundamental for our existence as a scientific group of
ICOMOS.

Next August, the GA 2023 will take place in Sydney, Australia. We encourage all to check
the news and prepare your participation. Susan Stepowski (former VP) has kindly been
sharing information and strongly advices that travel and accommodation arrangements
should be made with time. We encourage our members to have an effective presence and
send your suggestions. I leave an appeal for your collaboration because together we go
further!

On behalf of the Board I wish MERRY CHRISTMAS, HAPPY HOLIDAYS and HAPPY 2023!

Maria José de Freitas

President ICOMOS ISCSBH

WG1 – Shared Built Heritage Concept

Before the Covid19 pandemic, the ISCSBH used to combine a study trip with the annual
General Assembly of ICOMOS International. Travel restrictions made us try the webinar as
a study and exchange activity within the ISCSBH committee, keeping exchanges on a
global scale despite the restrictions.

Webinar on September 3rd

In this 2022, we conducted a webinar presenting the ICSSBH theme in Thailand, the
country that hosted the ICOMOS GA. On September 3, we broadcast a webinar entitled:
SHARED BUILT HERITAGE IN MODERN SIAM.

The webinar presented five speeches, followed by a round table on the topic.

Most of the digitally transmitted speeches were recorded and made available on the
Youtube channel https://www.youtube.com/@iscsbhicomos

Webinar on September the 3rd - SHARED BUILT HERITAGE IN MODERN SIAM

Introduction - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68_rU4XWlO8

Genesis and reasons for a European presence in Thailand by Luc Citrinot :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yVrhu47I01s

Portugal and Thailand: 500 years of shared history and built heritage as a present memory
by Maria José de Freitas: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lop7JATYWtE

https://engage.eu/past-activities/thailand-and-europes-historical-ties-celebrated-on-film/

We are looking to share more VDO produced or made available by members on SBH of
their countries. Please do not hesitate to share with us any initiative from your
geographies of work, so that we can build up our database, compile resources and then
share with ICOMOS ISCSBH members, ICOMOS members and communities beyond.

WG 5 – Heritage at Risk

Apart from the issues already addressed in this working group and presented in previous
newsletters, we bring to your attention another important proposal made by Esther de
Haan: to create an inventory of remaining historic interiors of shared built residential
houses. Per interior, those in the project would collect some photos and a short interview
with current inhabitants/users and gather the main historic facts on the built environment
of the place. Those who are interested are welcome to email us!

Some of the questions guiding this project are: What interior building features can still be
discerned in SBH historic interiors? What former and recent living culture can be ‘read’
from these features; how do current residents live in these houses?

WG 6 – ISCSBH Website

A website is one of the public faces of any ISC. We are therefore in the process of creating
a new website that can be more easily updated, is more versatile and can be used on
various mobile devices. Due to some challenges in terms of workload and timing, we
would like to send a call for anyone with some knowledge who may be available to help!
We will be using the platform rockettheme, and no coding experience is needed. We
believe having an accessible website will allow us to share information more easily on our
perspectives and initiatives, and your help would be greatly appreciated! Please email us if
you would like to assist:

(mjf@aetecnet.com  or mariana_pereira@msn.com)

WG 9 – Climate Change

New actions to be explored soon.

WG 10- Emerging Professionals

The Emerging Professionals in ICOMOS ISCSBH are organising the new ‘Conversations
on Shared Built Heritage’ initiative. The initiative seeks to explore pressing issues
surrounding the understanding, identification, documentation, management and
safeguarding of shared built heritage. Does shared heritage entail shared responsibility?
Where to draw the line when identifying ‘built’ heritage? What should heritage policies
look like to include community knowledge and intangible expressions in safeguarding
‘shared built heritage’?

Our initiative aims to bring voices from ICOMOS members and other professionals who
engage, both theoretically and in practice, with forms and expressions of shared built
heritage. Our aim is to publish interview segments in our newsletter and on LinkedIn, with
the interviewer’s permission.

We are asking if there are members interested in being interviewed for the next segment!

If you agree, we will be sending you the questions through email, and the interview can be
conducted through zoom, or the answers can be submitted in written format.
Please contact: mariana_pereira@msn.com or mw.fareed@gmail.com
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WG1 – Shared Built Heritage Concept 
 
 
Before the Covid19 pandemic, the ISCSBH used to combine a study trip with the annual 
General Assembly of ICOMOS International. Travel restrictions made us try the webinar as a 
study and exchange activity within the ISCSBH committee, keeping exchanges on a global 
scale despite the restrictions.  


Webinar on September 3rd 


In this 2022, we conducted a webinar presenting the ICSSBH theme in Thailand, the country 
that hosted the ICOMOS GA. On September 3, we broadcast a webinar entitled: SHARED 
BUILT HERITAGE IN MODERN SIAM. 


The webinar presented five speeches, followed by a round table on the topic. 
Most of the digitally transmitted speeches were recorded and made available on the Youtube 
channel  https://www.youtube.com/@iscsbhicomos 


Webinar on September the 3rd - SHARED BUILT HERITAGE IN MODERN SIAM 
Introduction - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68_rU4XWlO8 
Genesis and reasons for a European presence in Thailand by Luc 
Citrinot : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yVrhu47I01s 
Portugal and Thailand: 500 years of shared history and built heritage as a present 
memory by Maria José de Freitas: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lop7JATYWtE 
German Architects, Planners and Engineers in Modern Thailand by Siegfried 
Enders: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iiNHpdV7X3c 
Italian Architectures in Bangkok in the 19th and 20th centuries by Romeo 
Carabelli : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WbL-cw8b19o 
Past present Future: An insight into the European Presence in Thailand By Peeraya 
Boonprasong  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CiSavcSmdzA 
 
After a brief introduction by Romeo Carabelli, Luc Citrinot presented the general state of 
cultural exchange between Siam and Europe in the late 19th and early 20th century. The 
speech, entitled “Genesis and reasons for a European presence in Thailand”, gave an 
insight into the general situation of the country, which experienced a special political condition: 
it managed to remain independent while all the states around it were colonised by European 
powers (with the French Indochina in the north-east - present-day Laos and Cambodia - and 
the British Empire in the north-west and south - present-day Myanmar/Burma and Malaysia). 
Thanks to this condition, we can today have an architectonic heritage of voluntary 
modernisation, though certainly driven by the international situation. 


The second talk – entitled: “Portugal and Thailand: 500 years of shared history and built 
heritage as a present memory”, presented by Maria José Freitas, president of the ISCSBH 
- allowed us to know and understand the strong connection between Asia and Europe started 
with the settlement of representatives of the kingdom of Portugal in the kingdom of Siam during 
the 16th century. The Portuguese limited presence, in terms of numbers of people, was a 



https://www.youtube.com/@iscsbhicomos

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68_rU4XWlO8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yVrhu47I01s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yVrhu47I01s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lop7JATYWtE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iiNHpdV7X3c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WbL-cw8b19o

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CiSavcSmdzA





significant one in the long term: some small communities were born whose descendants are 
still present in contemporary Thailand.  


Siegfried Enders - former president of ISCSBH - spoke about the Germanic presence and its 
role in the modernisation of Thailand. The talk, entitled German Architects, Planners and 
Engineers in Modern Thailand, did justice to this truly little-known component. The German 
contribution was not limited to engineering matters such as supporting the development of 
railways - and their stations - but it was also present in the construction of the palaces of the 
royal house.  


More oriented towards architectural and artistic cooperation, the Italian presence was show-
up by Romeo Carabelli - vice president of ISCSBH - with a speech entitled: Italian 
Architectures in Bangkok in the 19th and 20th centuries. The talk recounted the epic story 
of a group of architects and artists who settled for many years - some of them for their entire 
lives - in Thailand. 


The session ended with a valuable talk by Peeraya Boonprasong - Icomos Thailand - who 
presented the current situation, challenging the need to valorise the past, the processes of 
heritage development and the financial and speculative pressure due to the strong economic 
dynamism of the country and especially its capital. The speech - An insight into the 
European presence in Thailand - showed the lines of development and the strong limits to 
the protection of the architectural heritage currently experienced by the city of Bangkok.  


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


SHARED BUILT HERITAGE IN MODERN SIAM


September 3, 2022


A special cultural exchange in the kingdom of Siam: 
an indipendent state towards modernity and a 
contemporary topic of heritage preservation


Preparing the 2022 ICOMOS AGA
Bangkok, October 2022 romeo.carabelli@univ-tours.fr


International Scientific Committee on Shared Built Heritage







 
 
 


Webinar on November 3rd 


This Webinar on September 3 was followed by the traditional field trip (WG3) which, for the 
first time, integrated a hybrid workshop that was physically held on November 3rd, at 
the Silkapon University with a simultaneous Internet broadcast.  


During the workshop, two speakers in the webinar that were present in Bangkok - Luc Citrinot 
and Peeraya Boonprasong - were able to develop their previous speeches in a richer and 
more articulate manner and to exchange the contents in a round table discussion organised 
at the end of their on-site presentations.  


The digitally transmitted speech of Luc Citrinot was recorded and made available on the 
Youtube channel  


The European presence in Thailand by Luc 
Citrinot : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aImvKNQYrCQ 
Conservation and Adaptation: Shared Built Heritage in Thailand by Peeraya 
Boonprasong : https://youtu.be/a2h6tMexfAE 


Interventions and speakers


International Scientific Committee on Shared Built Heritage


Genesis and reasons for a European presence in Thailand 
Mr. Luc Citrinot


Portugal and Thailand: 500 years of shared history and built 
heritage as a present memory Dr. Maria José Freitas (Pr. ISCSBH)


German Architects, Planners and Engineers in Modern 
Thailand Dr. Siegfried Enders (former Pr. ISCSBH)


Italian Architectures in Bangkok in the 19th and 20th 
Centuries Dr. Romeo Carabelli (VP ISCSBH)


An insight into the European presence in Thailand  
Dr. Peeraya Boonprasong (Icomos Thailand)



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aImvKNQYrCQ

https://youtu.be/a2h6tMexfAE
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WG 8  – Activities and Events 


 
Besides the activities already mentioned in the various working groups and described here, I 


would also like to share with you some other occurrences where shared heritage is the 


common link and which policies tend to its preservation, both at national and international level. 


In some cases, this sharing extends to an invitation for your participation, and I hope there will 


be answers!  


 


International Forum 


Maritime Silk Road  


In the context of the Maritime Silk Road, an international forum dedicated to the topic and 


Macao's role in the maritime routes was recently held in Macao. Below we share a clipping of 


the UNESCO website’s article on the topic: 


Maritime Silk Road International Cultural Forum 


 


16-17 November 2022 


The forum, which will be held in Macau, China, will exert and make use of Macau as a platform 


for " exchange and cooperation base with Chinese culture as its mainstream and the co-


existence of different cultures". 







The forum is hosted by the National Cultural Heritage Administration and the Secretariat for 


Social Affairs and Culture of the Macao SAR government and undertaken by the Cultural 


Affairs Bureau of the Macao SAR Government, ICOMOS China, the Office of the Maritime Silk 


Road Conservation and Joint Heritage Cities Alliance, and the Chinese Academy of Cultural 


Heritage. The conference plans to set up the main venue and branch venues, which will invite 


Macao tertiary institutions to participate. This forum will invite experts and scholars in Maritime 


Silk Road research at home and abroad, as well as city representatives of the Chinese 


Maritime Silk Road Alliance, to give speeches and discussions on "The Protection and 


Sustainable Development of the Maritime Silk Road Heritage".  


(https://whc.unesco.org/en/events/1693/) 


 


The international forum was attended among others by ICOMOS China, representative of the 


ICOMOS Scientific Group on the Maritime Silk Road and Maria José de Freitas (ISCSBH 


President) who presented a paper entitled: THE MARITIME SILK ROAD: THE ROLE PLAYED 


BY MACAO SINCE THE XVI CENTURY AND THE FUTURE ROUTES. The presentation 


placed great emphasis on urban growth and its mixed architecture resulting from centuries-


long cultural crossroads, which emerged as a result of the maritime routes travelled in the past. 


 


 


Map with the location of Macau on the SE coast of Mainland China. 


Source: Google Earth (n.d.) with graphic markup by the author. 


 







 


St. Paul Ruins, former Mater Dei Church, Façade and Staircase. 


 Classified Monument, Law 11/2013, Macau. 


 Part of Macau Historic Center, UNESCO classified list, July 15, 2005. Source: Freitas (2022). 


 


  







Call for Articles 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Casting operation in the courtyard of the Quwwat Al-Islam Mosque, Delhi; 


photography by Charles Shepherd, 1870 (source: Arundel Society. London) 


 


 
        CALL  FOR  ARTICLES 


HERITAGE  SAFEGUARDING  IN  COLONIAL  TIMES 


(DEALINE:   31  MARCH  2023) 


 


The next special issue of the journal ARTisON, to be released at the beginning of 2023, has Heritage 


safeguarding in colonial times as its theme. This special issue is the result of collaboration between 


the ARTIS - Institute of Art History of the University of Lisbon and the ICOMOS ISCSBH - 


International Scientific Committee on Shared Built Heritage. The intention of this ARTisON issue is to 







reflect on the processes, ideologies, persons and institutions related to heritage safeguarding in colonial 


territories during the colonial period. 


If in some territories under European colonial rule the preservation focus was on the colonial heritage, 


in many other territories deeper studies and conservation works on pre-colonial heritage were carried 


out, which allowed for unveiling monuments and artistic pieces almost unknown, until then, by most 


people around the world. In some cases, the processes followed in colonial territories were introduced, 


to a greater or lesser extent, in the heritage debate within the metropole. The level and type of heritage 


action in the colonial territories ranged according to the colonial power and the cultural richness of 


those territories. Articles might include the subjects mentioned below or others considered significant 


to the issue’s theme: 


- Study missions on the cultural heritage in colonial territories; 


- Heritage safeguarding works in colonial territories; 


- Ideological instrumentalisation of cultural heritage in colonial territories; 


- Legislation and institutions dedicated to the heritage safeguarding in colonial territories; 


- Circulation of heritage theories and practices between metropoles and colonial territories. 


 


Architects, art historians, archaeologists and other technicians, as well the concerned community, are 


invited to submit articles until 31 Março 2023 following the ARTisON guidelines: 


http://www.artis.letras.ulisboa.pt/multimedia/ficheiros/publicacoes/Submissions%20-


%20Author%20Guidelines.pdf  


By 31 June 2023, the results of blind peer reviews will be announced to the authors. Proposals (only in 


English) should be sent to the following email addresses: 


revistaartison@letras.ulisboa.pt   and   joaquimr.santos@letras.ulisboa.pt 


ARTisON is an open access journal indexed in the DOAJ, ERIH PLUS, CROSSREF, LATINDEX, 


CAPES, DRJI, MIAR and EBSCO. 


                                                        


 


  



http://www.artis.letras.ulisboa.pt/multimedia/ficheiros/publicacoes/Submissions%20-%20Author%20Guidelines.pdf

http://www.artis.letras.ulisboa.pt/multimedia/ficheiros/publicacoes/Submissions%20-%20Author%20Guidelines.pdf

mailto:revistaartison@letras.ulisboa.pt

mailto:joaquimr.santos@letras.ulisboa.pt





Others 


 


From ICOMOS INFO FOR MEMBERS n°56 – 21 December 2022 
 


 


Conference on Public spaces in historic cities 


organized by the  International Scientific 


Committee on Theory and Philosophy of 


Conservation (THEOPHILOS) – Call for abstracts 


Deadline: 10 January 2023 


The ICOMOS International Sscientific Committee on Theory and 


Philosophy of Conservation is pleased to organize the 


conference Public spaces in historic cities - Conservation 


principles and good practices, in cooperation with Del Binco 


Foundation, taking place in Florence, Italy, on 9-10 March 2023. 


Read the full call for abstract 


Submit your abstract before 10 January 


2023 to theophilos[at]icomos.org. 



http://3sp7.mj.am/lnk/AUwAAAaRfj0AAAAAAAAAAGbCemYAASP5lr0AAAAAAAPAzgBjotLqsppn11zAT0a2elvPAlx8wwADlbM/2/RmxCS0Fv6ZhnkRhncKQjIw/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuaWNvbW9zLm9yZy9pbmRleC5waHA_b3B0aW9uPWNvbV9hY3ltYWlsaW5nJmN0cmw9dXJsJnN1YmlkPTkwNDAmdXJsaWQ9Mjg2NzcmbWFpbGlkPTcxOA

mailto:theophilos@icomos.org
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WG 3 – Shared Built Heritage Thailand Study Trip 2022 – 


AGA 2022 (Past) 


We would like to thank the various parties that ensure the success of the ISCSBH Thailand 
Study Trip 2022. These include, but are not limited to:  


- Dr Hatthaya Siriphatthanakun, ICOMOS Thailand, who arranged for a team of experts 
in Ayutthaya, and further collaborated with them throughout the event; organized the 
screening of the 70-minutes short film ‘Me and the Magic Door: Discovery of Italian 
Architecture in Bangkok’); and made provisions for the distribution of the European 
Bangkok Heritage Map at the registration counter at AGA 2022 


- Ambassador of Italy in Bangkok, His Excellency Lorenzo Galanti, who kindly shared 
with us the showcased short film. 


- Michel Mouchiroud, from EUPOP Asean (EU Policy and Outreach Partnership), who 
provided 40 printed copies of the EUNIC Thailand Heritage Map to distribute among 
ICOMOS members during the AGA 2022, as well as during the study trip.  


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


- Ayutthaya Heritage Park’s experts, who spent their day on 1 November 2022 with us 
during our trip at Ayutthaya  


- Amorn Kamol, officer of the Learning Centre under the Bank of Thailand, for granting 
the required permissions and for the guided tour to Bang Khun Phrom and Tamnak 
Somdet.  


    
  


 
Sharing of EUNIC Heritage Map at the AGA 2022 
registration counter 


 


 


 
Sharing of the 70-mins short film (Me and the Magic 
Door) at the AGA 2022 symposium venue  


 


 







 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


- Dr Peeraya Boonprasong, ICOMOS Thailand ISCSBH representative and Asst. 
Professor at the University of Silpakorn, for her kind assistance in reviewing the 
itinerary of the visit, for arranging the visit to the University’s Art Gallery (Royal Palace 
– Wat Phra Kaew Museum) 


- The Dean of the School of Architecture, University of Silpakorn, for allowing us to use 
their facilities for the mini workshop following the ICOMOS ISCSBH AGA 2022. The 
workshop was successfully held in a hybrid format, allowing members unable to be 
physically present in Bangkok to join us virtually. 


-  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


 
Dr Peter Claus, John Ward, Dr Goh and Luc Citrinot met 
on 26 Oct 2022 to finalize the itinerary for the 2022 study 
trip 


 


 


 
Members from ICOMOS Malaysia joining the guided tour 
at Bang Khun Phrom Palace on 29 Oct 2022 


 


 


 
Experts from Ayutthaya Heritage Park provided a guided tour 
around six SBH places in Ayutthaya (Photo: Wat Niwet) 


 


 
Webinar (Presenter: Dr Peeraya and Luc Citrinot) and 
ISCSBH AGA 2022 on 3 Nov 2022 in hybrid format 


 


 







 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
-  
-  
-  
-  
-  


 
- Luc Citrinot, for kindly sparing his time on 26 Oct 2022, 29 Oct 2022 and 4 Nov 2022, 


and for sharing his experience on SBH in Thailand during the workshop on 3 Nov 2022. 
- Other caretakers whose names are not mentioned above but have enabled our visit to 


the SBH buildings in Bangkok between 1 and 5 November 2022, and for their 
assistance throughout.   
 


Last but not least, we would like to thank our colleagues from different countries who joined 
the study trips and made this a meaningful and memorable shared experience.  


 
    


 


 
 
 
 


 
Members who joined the ICOMOS ISCSBH Thailand Study 
Tour 2022, from 1-5 Nov 2022 


 


 


 
Guided tour by Luc Citrinot on 2 Nov 2022, in front of the 
Democracy Monument   


 


  
Webinar (Presenter: Dr Peeraya and Luc Citrinot) 


From left:  
Ar Tiong Kean Boon, 
Ar Dr Goh Ai Tee, 
John Ward, 
Asst Prof Dr Peeraya,  
Dr Peter Claus Echter  
 
at the School of 
Architecture, 
University of 
Silpakorn on  
3 Nov 2022 
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WG 3 – Shared Built Heritage Study Tour – ICOMOS GA 2023 (Upcoming) 
 


The GA2023 (31 August 2023 to 9 September 2023) is offering delegates a number of Sydney 
based side events (for more information please refer to https://icomosga2023.org/side-events-
sydney/). In addition, our former Vice President, Susan Jackson-Stepowski is organizing an 
additional non-official GA event (seminar, guided walk and home BBQ dinner) with the 
tentative program listed below. If you have any questions and/ or are interested to join this 
event, kindly refer to the focal point, Susan Jackson-Stepowski (email: stepowsk@tpg.com.au) 
 
Haberfield Garden Suburb 
Date/ Day: 31st August 2023, Thursday 
Seminar Venue: Haberfield Library (20 minutes light rail from the GA venue) 


 
 
Preliminary Agenda: 


Time Description Remarks 


8:30am Welcome  


9:00-12:00 Shared Built Heritage in Australia  


i. a conflicted term in Australian heritage terminology 


ii. Presentations by different groups that have left built legacies in 
the Australian cultural landscape 
a. Nearly French 
b. Irish political prisoners and famine escapees 
c. New Gold Mountain, Tasmania’s Tin Trail and Market 


Gardeners (Chinese) 
d. Afghan cameleers and Indian sub-continent diaspora 


Q&A 


12:00-12:45 Lunch  


13:00-16:00 Haberfield Garden Suburb  


i. Antecedents, international comparative analysis, founding of 
town planning principals 


ii. Community activism, values assessment and statement of 
significance 


iii. Management under the NSW Planning and Heritage Acts 


Q&A 


16:00-18:00 Guided walk around Haberfield Garden Suburb  


18:00 
onwards 


Social Event: Aussie BBQ dinner in a Haberfield private home for 
GA23 ISC delegates 


 


Note: BBQ Dinner budget: provided by the local community at minimal cost of Aus$20 each 
  



https://icomosga2023.org/side-events-sydney/

https://icomosga2023.org/side-events-sydney/

mailto:stepowsk@tpg.com.au





 


 


 


      





